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About This Game

Puzzle Guardians

Puzzle & Rpg That Let Player Be the Hero

To Defeat the Great War Elephant, Dragons, Etc.

 Create & customize your hero

 Collect weapon, armor

 Collect guardians

 Enhance your equipments and guardians

Basic Game Play

Player have to manage to match to symbol to activate their effect.
There are 5 type of symbol

Attack - more match means multiple hit! multiple combo!
Mana - increase player mana for using active skill (Attack, Heal, Buff, etc.)
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Gold - collect gold for upgrade equipment, training for better player stats
Guardian - call guardian to attack and increase guardian mana (to cast guardian skill)

Heart - increase player HP

Game Features

Character customization

Players have to customize the Hero before start the adventure. You can select your hero gender, hair style, eye and mouth.(40
type of hair, eye and mouth)

Combo Attack System

If player learning passive skill, it can stack effect with combo gem. Player can attack 1 to 20 hits in one turn!

Character Active/passive Skill

Player Can Upgrade Active and Passive Skill

Player can upgrade skill up on style that player can choose

 Combat Type.

 Critical Type.

 Guardian Type.

 Buff Type.

Guardian Team Strategy

Guardians can support player in the battle. Guardians have various skill up on the type of the guardian such as Critical Type,
Support Type. Player need to collect the Guardian Stone to Summon or Level it. Can choose 3 guardians for battle and upgrade

it to increase their power and ability. More than 25 guardians available for now. (1-5 Star)

Puzzle Bonus Pattern

The special panel that will appear on gem table in some stage. If you can arrange gems match with special panel color, you will
get a bonus spin to receive treasure or buff.

Equipment

Player can equip 4 type of equipment for Hero. (1-5 Star) (Weapon, Shield, Helm, Armor). Element System that make
advantage in the battle. Monsters, Equipment and Guardians have element too.More than 20 set of equipment for now.

World Of Puzzle Guardians

Player have to fight through a lot of enemy around the World, 5 Continent, more than 100 stages.

Monsters

More than 60 type monsters with various animation and skill.
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Training

Training System Player can training hero to increase status with coin.

Quest

Player can do “Quest” to receive a reward up on the condition of quest or achievement.

Multi-language Support
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Title: Puzzle Guardians
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Miryn Innovation
Publisher:
Miryn Innovation
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

English,Japanese,Korean,Thai
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Fun graphics and art design create a nostalgic, old-school feel harkening back to DOS era CRPGs and rogue-likes, simple
gameplay and design reduce replay value to a few hours, tops. I would wait until this game is around $5 or on sale rather than its
current price.. This is an amazing game, pick it up regardless of the cost, wether you are playing on VR or PC, 10/10 can not
recommend enough. Review from a dad on a budget. Check out my podcast Steam on the Cheap where I review cheap games
and let you know if they are worth your money.
https:\/\/itunes.apple.com\/us\/podcast\/steam-on-cheap-discovering\/id899847567?mt=2

Gods vs Humans is a quirky tower defence style game that does not reinvent the genre but does add a neat twist.
Here is my video review and keep reading for a more indepth review here.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=UXhq07wcPw8&feature=youtu.be

First off this game has a lot of depth for a $7 dollar game. The idea is simple. You are one of 20 different gods trying to stop
the humans from building a tower to destroy you. Through the levels you will play as Egyptian, Greek, Nordic, and Japanese
gods each with unique settings, tower and powers. (Nice rhyme i know)

Each god has their specific set of powers as well as commons ones shared. You will use your powers to destroy pillars to bring
down a section of the temple until the whole temple collapses. If the humans reach you then boom your dead and they are now
gods. By the way you don\u2019t want that to happen.

The difficulty ramps up because following old mythology you get you power from the worship of humans so if you harm them
while destroying the tower they become angry with you and severely limits your power. Also there are evil priests that try to
convert the humans and supervisors you have to keep happy or else the workers will repair the pillars faster than you can destroy
them. There are also protectors on some floors that will counteract certain spells meaning you can use fire on a level or maybe
lighting on a different one.

So far I am finding this game to be very challenging and one that I can't stop playing because I want to see what they are going
to throw at me next.

As of now I am recommending this game even more so because it is half off so it is definitely worth it.

I will update this review if I find anything that changes my mind or find things that are cool and you should not about.
Don\u2019t forget to click yes if you found this review helpful Thanks :)

Update 5 hours in and still enjoying this game. It does get pretty hard so prepare to get frustrated here and there :). Hello,
For those of you who have 50 cents in your steam wallet, buy this game! It is fun for about 15 min then bam you switch games.
Bye!. Better than G-Ball!. I like the art style, I the the story. The game is fun and the powerups make it interesting. Still a little
buggy. I got stuck on level 8 (billiard room) and it was on this level that the game ate 3 of my little magic powerups and I had to
restart it to keep playing. Downloaded on my mac and I can't exit the game without a force quit or taking it out of fullscreen
mode. It looks gorgeous on the retina screen! but super annoying to exit. I also tried adding a new profile while playig on my
mac, and was unable to type a player name. It worked again after restarting the game.

The game just came out, so there's bound to be minor annoyances and buggy things.. The game is very good for the early state it
is in. I never thought that I would enjoy an early access game with barely any story in it but the process of finding the right ship,
deciding which components would amplify its strength or improve the weaknesses and testing the effects while getting a better
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ship over time keeps you playing longer than I first thought.

+:

Many ships best at different playstyles

Many components you can customize your ship with

Intresting sector types like dark, where you have to deal with unique conditions

Fighting enemies is very entertaining

-:

The size difference when going up one ship class ist to much for me

There are only 4 weapon basetypes everything else is just one of them with altered stats

You have to find out about many mechanics by yourself because it is not explained anywhere at the moment

If you like games topdown spaceship rpgs you should buy it now or at least when the next sale with a decent discount is taking
place.. A love letter to the 80s. It's basically the game mechanics of Paper Boy (dodge\/jump stuff and throw things to
mailboxes..) except your character is pretty much a depiction of a skateboarding, vest-wearing Marty Mcfly. If you grew up
during the 80s you will recognize many of the characters that waltz by in the background, from Inspector Gadget, Duck Tales,
TMNT, He-Man, Peewee Herman, Rocky, Eddie Murphy, etc... each with their own funny sound effects as they pass. The
sound effects of the game are a particular standout, and have an appropriately lo-fi sound to them which resembles audio of
games back during this era.

It's a very straightfoward game with limited features, but if you're feeling nostalgic and want a trip down memory lane for the
80s and many of the movies and animated kids' shows of the time, this easily fits the bill.
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If I hadnt paid only €5 id be looking for a refund this is not a game its a glorified demo. 2 levels dosnt does not warrent the
price tag of 5 never mind €20. Devs need to add more levels and fix the way the balls are thrown its hit and miss where they go
no matter how I launch them.. This is a great game, even in its early access stage.
I feel It can only get better noticing how consistent updates are. The dev roadmap seems promising as well.
Def here for the long run.

Come join us
(just don't forget this is a game about patience and long term build-up). Please make more!. cool for the money

. Pros:
- Great PC interface for this particular game.
- It hasn't crashed on me in over a dozen hours of play.
- Ongoing support is on point and improvements keep coming.
- The game itself is great fun to play!
- Good at teaching the game if you've never played, which is a problem for board game adaptations usually (See Scythe).
- Easy to play multiplayer.
- Scales well to 4k resolution.
- Actually has MORE content than the board game, and it's all worthy additions.

Cons:
- If you already own the board game, you MAY not find enough here to warrant purchasing again.. ~The Good~
If you are looking for a great looking and feeling archery survival wave shooter this games new aurvival mode is great. Tghe
story mode feels like a disneyworld VR exhibition with the cute AI fairy companion\/commentary, fantastical beasts and
awesome post-steamworld feel. A genuine hats off to the developers for nailing a great the mechanics and world in a way that
puts this in my demo reel to show the vive off with.

~The Poop~
Now since this is a steam Indie, its time for the bad news. The story mode isn't just short, but jarringly cuts off just when you
think the games about to really take off. Seriously feels like I just went on a great date, invited the girl up for coffee and just
when getting to second base your roomate kicks the door in to ask how awesome it would be to pilot a steampunk gundam to
fight dragons. I feel like unless the devs are secretly building a full game sequel or intending to expand the story that this is
going to be one of those games that you reference as a "Could have been one of the greats" with your gamer friends for a long
time.

~Price\/Value~
Looks like the game originally released for $15, then had a price drop to $8.99 and I bought it on a sale at $4.94. With the added
survival mode its a solid buy at $5 but thats as high as there is value considering the variety of wave shooters and archery games
out there already with a lot more meat. Considering the price drop, I doubt that we are getting to third base at any time in the
future :-\/

. This is singlehandedly the worst game i have ever had in my library and a piece of impudence to offer it to the market..

0\/10
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